
Grab This Idea - Niche Contest
How can you use this idea in your business?

KOMA Trim Products is a manufacturer of wood alternative Trim. Their trim is made of PVC and is used around
windows and corners of buildings.

It’s superior to wood because it resists moisture and insect damage – and thus perfect for the home
construction industry. But it is also more expensive than wood.

So, when the home construction industry was in a slump, KOMA Trim was hit hard because it was expensive.
Based on advice given by their marketing agency, they decided to go after a new target audience which is
growing quickly: the high end “home remodeling” audience.

But how to enter that niche market? KOMA came up with the solution: a contest. They issued a challenge in
various trade magazines: How can you take a flat piece of PVC trim and reinvent it?

They started receiving quite a few very creative ideas. But, one contestant – Peter Luciani - out did everyone
else.

 He glued boards and started turning them into balusters

 He carved them into corbels, an architectural bracket used to support a cornice, arch or hold up a shelf.

 He used them to create cupolas and outdoor furniture.

As per the contest rules, KOMA immediately appointed Peter as the “Building Professional of the Year.” But,
they didn’t stop there.

They made Peter there PR star!

 They took him to trade shows where he answered questions at the KOMA booth
 They arranged Peter to give media interviews
 They asked Peter to teach other manufacturers his KOMA applications

In essence – they regarded Peter as one of their employees!

The trade journals loved Peter’s creative ideas and featured them too.

The sales of KOMA’s high end products were up because of the contest and its follow up – even though the
economy was in a slump!

Action Summary:

 To come up with new product concepts – simply issue a contest and let your target audience do your
brainstorming for you!

 Don’t stop there though. Hire the winner. Get him to go on a media tour. Take him to trade shows. Ask
him to teach others about your product.
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